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Capricorn Online Refreshed 

We strive to always improve our 
customer service and our offerings, 
thus on 02 February 2022 Capricorn 
Online will be upgraded with an 
enhanced client user experience.

The new version is much more user 
friendly when accessing the platform 
via your smartphone.  In addition 
the minimum collection value has 
increased from N$ 500 000 to 
N$ 1 000 000.

The login page has been redesigned 
for a new modern feel and the overall 
layout of Capricorn Online has been 
refreshed.
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View the latest Fund 
balances & Unit Prices

Review income 
distribution options 
(Reinvest or payout 

interest)

View statements & tax 
statements with 

ad-hoc dates

Switches between 
funds

Change personal details 
(limited options) 

Set-up recurring 
deposit or withdrawal 

instructions

Open new 
Unit Trust Funds

Deposit / Buy 
Instructions

Withdrawal / Sell
Instructions

Extended Cut-off 
time to 12:00

View nominated 
banking details

If you are still not registered for Capricorn Online, you 
can simply complete the Online Registration form 
and email it to us at cam.service@capricorn.com.na 

https://www.cam.com.na/Documents/E%20Group/Capricorn%20Online%20Login%20Registration%20Form%20-%20Individual%20%28E-5%29.pdf
mailto:cam.service%40capricorn.com.na?subject=
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Helping Namibia Grow

Caliber Capital is geared towards the 
development of Namibian SME’s by providing 
debt capital funding to grow small and 
medium-sized businesses. 

Debt capital funding is provided based on 
pre-determined investment criteria.  
Investments cover all economic sectors, 
excluding the property sector.  In so doing, 
Caliber Capital plays its role towards attaining 
the national development goals as set out in 
the Harambee Prosperity Plan II and assisting 
to achieve Vision 2030.

Caliber Capital has assisted in the 
development of Roots Gymnasium Private 
School for the establishment of the school 
at Stampriet.  The school is the brainchild 
of Mrs Colette Rieckert, the founder and 
Managing Director of Windhoek Gymnasium 
Private School.  This school will follow a 
Curro managed curriculum leaning towards 
agriculture.  We believe this will be the first 
of many benefits towards education and 
training in the field of agriculture due to the 
large-scale agricultural activity in Stampriet 
at the Roots Agriculture Development.  This 
development will not only be used as a source 
of income but it will also give the children of 
Roots Gymnasium the opportunity to have 
invaluable first-hand experience in all the 
agricultural developments happening around 
their school.

Caliber Capital also assisted in the 
development of the Roots Agricultural Village 
at Stampriet to increase the capacity of a 
poultry processing plant.  The investment 
towards the Roots Agricultural village creates 
significant capacity towards the local 
production of various food items by a wide 
variety of small farmers that are managed 
as a mega farm.  This investment contributes 
towards food security in the country and 
reduces our reliance on food imports.
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oil and petroleum prices.  The Bloomberg 
petroleum index jumped by 63% in 2021.  
However, in the USA inflation has broadened 
beyond just energy.  This resulted in a record 
low real Fed Funds Rate of -6.8%, a situation 
which cannot be tolerated for long in a buoyant 
economy that is close to full employment.  The 
Fed is likely to raise its target rate to 1.0% by 
year-end from the current 0.25%.

Inflation rates in Namibia (at 4.5%) and the 
RSA (at 5.9%) are also on a rising trend.  Both 
rates seem set to breach or come close to 
the current upper band of 6.0% of the SARB 
targeting framework during the year before 
drifting down again.  We think the SARB will lift 
its Repo Rate by another 0.50bp to 4.5% by 
year end.  The BoN is also likely to increase its 
Repo Rate and, playing “catch-up”, will probably 
hike by a total of 1% to 4.75%.  This means 
that the Prime Rate in Namibia is likely to rise 
from 7.50%, the lowest its ever been, to 8.50% 
by year-end.

There is enough momentum in the global 
economy to achieve growth of 4% to 5% in 
2022.  However, it still constitutes a slowdown 
from the sharp bounce in 2021, which followed 
the Covid-19 driven contraction in 2020.  The 
USA is expected to grow by 4.5%+ (down from 
5.2%) in 2022, China by 5.5% (down from 
8.0%), the RSA by 2.0% (down from 5.0%) 
and Namibia by 3%+ (up from 1.0%).  The 
latter is simply predicated on some degree of 
normalisation in 2022, given that the Omicron 
wave is largely over.

The slowdown in China could be worse, given 
the troubles in its property market and the 
severe regulatory measures affecting many 
sectors.  Therefore, commodity prices are likely 
to peak and flatten out, albeit at historically 
high levels.  This will constitute a fading tailwind 
for the currency.  This means that we foresee 
the exchange rate to the US dollar at 16.50 and 
17.50 by year end 2022 and 2023, respectively.  
This rate of depreciation is unlikely to trigger 
more aggressive hikes by the SARB.

2022, Your year of making 
sensible decisions

The world has undergone tremendous changes 
over the past decade that have brought about 
the incredible technological innovation that 
made the awareness of the Covid-19 epidemic 
spread even faster to the common man on the 
street.  However, an unfortunate side effect of 
this is the impact that social media and news 
have had on the mindset of investors.  Some 
forms of media do not always have the best 
interest of the client in mind and are based 
almost exclusively on sensation.  Regrettably, 
this has led to sensational investment trends 
determining investment decisions instead of 
common sense.

The investor dilemma is determining which of 
these sensations are true and which are false.  
It makes investing sensibly a difficult task and 
therefore it is not a path that you should walk 
alone.  The wise decision is to have a partner 
like Capricorn Asset Management to act as your 
investment navigator to help you stay on track 
and look at the horizon through the fog.

Make the wise choice in 2022 and let us walk 
the path to investment success with you.

2022 Economic Outlook

Inflation versus Central Banks.  That is the key 
theme playing out in financial markets.  The 
Fed (Federal Reserve, the monetary policy 
authority of the USA) and the SARB MPC 
(Monetary Policy Committee), as well as many 
other Central Banks, have started the process 
of exiting from the extraordinary measures 
taken during the Covid-19 crisis.  This means 
that policy determined interest rates will be 
rising through the course of 2022 from their 
historically low levels.

This is largely due to an inflationary shock.  
Recent inflation in the USA exceeded our worse 
expectations.  Consumer inflation shot up to 
7.0% and producer inflation to 9.7%.  The big 
inflation impulse globally came from surging 
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so-called “correction” following three stellar 
years of 22% p.a. in USD terms.  Interest rates 
affect equity prices in three ways: 

1. the discount rate of future profits – the 
higher the rate, the lower the present value 
is of an income stream 

2. cost of funding in the Income Statement – 
the higher the cost, the lower the bottom 
line, and 

3. the multiple of earnings (the PE ratio) 
investors are prepared to pay for a given 
income stream.  

This means that 2022 is unlikely to be another 
stellar year.  The International Fund returned 
32% in Namibia dollar terms over the 12 
months to December 2021.

Domestic Equity
In contrast with global equities, the domestic 
equity market is holding its own in January 
with the All Share virtually flat.  Based on a still 
healthy earnings growth outlook, valuations 
remain favourable with a forward price-to-
earnings ratio of about 10 times, still the 
cheapest it has been in more than 10 years, and 
a forward dividend yield of 5.3%.  Generally 
speaking, growth assets such as equities, ought 
to do well in an inflationary environment.  The 
Equity Fund returned 26% for the 12 months to 
December.

Multi-Asset Class Funds
Over the same period, the multi-asset funds 
returned 6%, 17% and 22% from the 
Stable- (conservative), Premier- (cautious) and 
Managed- (moderate) Funds, respectively.  We 
believe that the diversification that these funds 
provide is still the most sensible way to mitigate 
risk in a tough, unpredictable environment.

As we have stated in the past, over time, 
different risks will come to the fore and 
dominate headlines and then fade again 
to the background.  All the while, we must 
guard against information overload, sensibly 
distinguish between noise and fundamentals, 
and focus on the likely impact on asset values 
as such, where fundamentals usually win out.

Money Market
The prospect of rising short-term rates lifts 
the expected return from the money market.  
After all was said and done, the SARB started 
to raise interest rates in November and hiked 
again in January to 4.0%.  It appears that the 
normalisation argument won out over most 
other considerations.  This means that money 
market returns going forward could improve 
somewhat, but not by much, given that rates 
already factor in a gradual rise.  The 5% to 6% 
ballpark for expected returns is likely to prevail 
for the next year or so.

Bonds
Over the past two months the RSA generic 
ten-year Government bond yield declined 
from 10% to 9.35%, which would have had a 
positive effect on capital values.  We think that 
the yield is still attractive and compensates 
for fluctuations in market values.  Namibian 
inflation linked bonds’ pricing are also still 
very enticing, delivering a substantial real 
return, while protecting against the danger of 
rising future inflation.  We foresee that while 
Government funding requirements remain 
large, they will be declining over the next few 
years which is a medium-term positive for 
bonds. The Bond Fund returned 8.6% for the 12 
months to December.

Property
From the depths of the Covid-19 crash in March 
2020 the Property market has virtually doubled.  
Yet, it is still a value proposition at 33% below 
its peak.  It offers a dividend yield of 7.5% with 
at least some growth prospects for distributions.  
However, fundamentals remain poor in terms of 
vacancies, low rental escalations and increasing 
cost pressures, with hikes in electricity and 
municipal rates and taxes.  Rising interest rates 
will be another headwind for the sector.  The 
Property Fund delivered 36% for the 12 months 
to December.  

Foreign Equity
Global equity markets are generally weak, down 
-7.8% so far in January on the back of rising 
interest rate expectations.  It is undergoing a 


